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Anxiety is thought. The presence of thought implies the lack of attention. In understanding,

thoughts cannot dominate. Man is a sandwich; there is a dual nature that is available to us. We

can live in reality while simultaneously imagining an alternate reality. You can be here in a

physical way while your mind can be somewhere else. Now, the reality and the imagined reality

can never meet each other and that exactly is the conflict. You are here and your mind is

somewhere else and that is what leads to anxiety.All anxiety is imagination. In understanding of

the present, energetic action starts and anxiety disappears. That is why some wise man has

said, ‘Action is the antidote to despair’. So, if I really understand what is going on and what is

going on is going on ‘right now’, then from that understanding action will result; clear, direct,

forceful, energetic action. And when am in the middle of the action there is no anxiety, no

disappointment, there is only the beautiful and smooth flow of action.But the brain loves to be

lost in anxiety, it does not want to be in action, it only wants to be ‘anxious’. To remain in

thoughts, in a constant flux, in a search; is the nature of the brain.When you really understand

what needs to be done, anxiety disappears and action happens. Suppose fire breaks out in this

room, and there are two fellows here. One, who understands what fire is all about, who

understands the danger of fire. Will this person keep thinking whether he should break upon

the roof or should he cut open the bars of the windows? Or will he just run away from the open

door? Does he require thought for his clear and direct action? He understands and from the

understanding flows the right action. He’ll just act and in that moment of acting there is no

anxiety. Anxiety lies in not acting and non-acting happens when I do not understand. To not to

understand is to be stuck in thought. If I really understand then there is no time interval

between understanding and action, I do not pause in between to think. Understanding leads to

instantaneous action, there is no space left for anxiety.My tips on getting out of depression:The

message I’d like readers to take away from this is to learn to see yourself as an independent

and powerful person that has the power to overcome anything. If you harness the strength

inside of you, you can discover wonderful things about yourself.Talk to a professional like a GP,

Midwife or health visitor,Talk to a friend or family member.Try gentle exercises like yogaTeach

yourself mindfulnessListen to white noise at bedtime to fall asleepTake on a new hobby such

as embroideryKnow when to take time outMost of all, love yourself before loving anyone else
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Depression is what drains your hope and makes you spiritually demoralized. During the World

Quora Meetup 2017 in my Country this November, we had a serious discussion on this topic. It

is something that you want to come out of, but cannot.Better you know what the signs of

depression are at first. Hope this image helpsHere are some ways you can overcome

depression and anxiety:Cry: Some researchers say that crying helps to communicate pain to

others. It is found that crying removes toxins from the body. But do not cry if you don’t feel like

it.Exercise : It is found that exercise releases endorphins and other chemicals that eventually

helps to fight sadness. Moreover it helps you develop energetic and positive personality.Smile:

Even though you are feeling down, smiling have the strongest positive effect on your

mood.Listen to music: If you listen music to reminisce the sad situations you had, this

deteriorates you. So I recommend you to listen instrumental and the numbers that you

prefer.Keep yourself Busy: The more you have leisure time, the more chance of getting back

and regretting oneself.
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